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MEDIA RELEASE
For Saturday, 26 June 2010

Join Penny TannerHoath and the International Football Show's John O'Connell as they
bring you all the action from the World Game this Saturday morning from 9 - 12pm.
On the local front we catch up with Glory stalwart and Football West Development Officer
Jamie Harnwell. He has had a couple of weeks to settle so its time to find out how its all
going combining his new role and football commitments with the Glory.
Another new to his position and the State is Football West CEO Peter Hugg. We also
get him on the show to see how he is progressing in his whirlwind tour of the football
landscape in WA.
The AFC Under 13 Girls Festival of Football is currently underway in Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam and running until 3rd July 2010. WA is represented by Perth Hills footballer
Emily Henderson and U13s national coach Nicola Williams. Nicola gives us a couple of
minutes to talk about all the news from the festival and the Australian camp.
Former Dutch International and current Perth Glory midfielder Viktor Sikora will be on
line to continue our look at the Perth Glory in the lead up to Round 1 of the season in
August.
West Australian and former Glory midfielder Nick Ward joins us to chat about the ALeague runner-ups Melbourne Victory as they prepare for the 2010/11 season. We get
some club new and find out how they are coping with the new neighbours that have
moved in.
While the World Cup is underway, the FFA is hard at work in shoring up Australia's bid for
the 2022 World Cup. We catch up with the Federation and discuss the behind the scenes
work being undertaken and get an update on the progress of the bid.
Week Two of the World Cup has concluded and despite a gutsy win over Serbia, the
Socceroos campaign has come to an end. We chat with the straight talking former
Socceroos' captain Paul Wade about their campaign from the auspicious beginning to the
glorious end and find out where to from here.
SBS and our local Football Analyst Francis Awaritefe takes his weekly look at the World
Cup as we discuss who is heading home. The shocks, the underachievers and the
unlucky. We also preview the fantastic matchup in the Round of 16; Germany v England,
Argentina v Mexico are just a couple of anticipated clashes.
New Zealand's fantastic 2010 campaign came to an end with a draw against Paraguay in
the final group game. But despite not losing a game, the result was not enough to see
the All Whites through to the next round. Former New Zealand head coach and 1982
World Cup coach John Adshead joins us to look at this crop of players and assess the
efforts of his former player Ricki Herbert.
Text Penny during the show with your comments, questions and news on 0408 921 832.
- The WFP Team
Penny TannerHoath, Tony Carvajal, Ann Odong
Can’t get to a radio? We stream live on radiofremantle.com. Guests can listen in to their interviews and see
what’s coming up on theworldfootballprogramme.com.
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